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Cannot create specific image folder for slave site
Posted by ikho - 2013/08/07 13:25
_____________________________________

HI, 

I've updated my system from Joomla 1.7.3 to 2.5.14. It includes several slave sites with specific image
directories for each slave. Now, with JMS 1.3.15 I can't create a specific image folder. 
I've created the slave site, the replication template and a new site using the replic-site. I have the option
to enter a specific template directory, but the field for the specific image folder doesn't show. So I saved
the new site with the specific templates folder. When I open the form again there show's up the field for
the images folder, but  after saving an error appears and the images folder is not created. 
 :S  
Many thanks for your help!

============================================================================

Re: Cannot create specific image folder for slave site
Posted by edwin2win - 2013/08/10 12:07
_____________________________________

To have the field for a specific image directory path, this require to replicate a website. 
If your rule is defined for a fresh slave site, that mean that you don't have any website to replicate and
therefore this parameter is not available. 

The parameter that you make reference is the equivalent of the joomla media setting and this parameter
is stored in the DB. 
As a fresh slave site does not have any DB defined, you can not setup this parameter. 
You have to go in the slave site media setting to change the path. 

If you want to make the /images directory specific, you can also go in the "folder and files" to change the
action into copy. 
In general this is better to do that because most of the extension does not read the media setting to
collect the path of the images directory.
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